
Robert Smith 
Lead Oracle Dba III

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Highly qualified Lead Oracle Dba with experience in the industry. Enjoy 
creative problem solving and getting exposure on multiple projects, and 
would excel in the collaborative environment on which your company 
prides itself.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Oracle Dba III
Fujitsu America -   February 2014 – 2020 

Responsibilities:

 Gained in designing &amp; implementing Oracle Golden Gate 10g/11g 
replication to remote sites (active/passive and active/active) for disaster
recovery, change data capture, platform migrations &amp; load 
balancing.

 Installed and configured Oracle 10g/11g RAC high availability.
 Installation of Oracle cluster ware, Configuring public and private 

network and VIP.
 Experienced with SRVCTL, OCR and Voting Disk of 10g/11g RAC.
 Worked with customer for different RAC related issue (hang check timer,

split brain, RAC recovery, ASM, OCR corruptions, Voting disk loss &amp; 
so on).

 Upgraded of 10g R2 RAC to 11g R2 RAC.
 Added or Removed Node from RAC.

Lead Oracle Dba
Delta Corporation -   2010 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Implemented physical standby database for maximum availability using
Oracle Data Guard 11g with Oracle Enterprise Manager (OEM) 12C Grid 
Control.

 Installing &amp; configuring Oracle cluster ware &amp; Database 
Software (Troubleshooting using cluvfy &amp; handling common issues 
that arise during integration of the whole - bugs, network issues, 
configuration files issues, OCR issue, de-installation &amp; cleanup of 
cluster ware).

 Create thorough documentation of installation procedures and 
administrative tasks in the clustered environment.

 Generated Stats pack/AWR reports from Oracle 11g/10g/9i database 
and analyzed the reports for Oracle wait events, time consuming SQL 
queries, table space growth, and database growth.

 Involved in SQL Query tuning and provided tuning recommendations to 
ERP jobs, time/CPU consuming queries.

 Used Explain Plan, Oracle hints and creation of new indexes, identifying 
the join methods (Nested/Hash/Merge join/Sort merge join) between the
row sources for tables, to improve the performance of SQL statements.

 Experience in Identifying performance bottlenecks on high volume 
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SKILLS

Management, Oracle.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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transaction systems.

Education

Bachelors in Electronics and Communication Engineering - (Sri 
Venkateswara University)
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